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Assessment Criteria Scqle Comments
lntroduction is well written, brief,
interesting, and compelling. lt
motivates the work and provides a

clear statement of the problem. lt
places the problem in context. lt
presents and overview of the thesis

Outstanding
Very good

Accepta ble
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

Literature review is comprehensive and
complete. lt synthesizes a variety of
sources and provides context for the
research. lt shows the author's
understanding of the most relevant
literature on the subject matter.

Outsta nd ing
Very good
Accepta ble
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

A wide range of critics and views are
covered in the theory section of the
thesis. I am curious, however, to what
degree the various approaches to L1

and L2 use in SLA have been empirically
tested. The literature review here
suggests that arguments take place on
the level of principle rather than on the
basis of studies of SLA speed across
large numbers of learners with
different 11.

A further question is whether the
particular LLs and L2s have an effect on
these arguments. Surely if the L1 is

French and the L2 English, then a

different dynamic will be in play than if
the L1 is Czech; similarly if the L1 is

Czech and the L2 is Russian. For the
student here, however, the L2 is
English, and implicitly the Ll" is Czech.
The question then arises of the
applicability of her conclusions for
other L1s and L2s.

3. The methodology chapter provides
clear and thorough description of the
research methodology. lt discusses
why and what methods were chosen
for research. The research
methodology is appropriate for the
identified research questions.

Outstanding
Very good
Accepta b I e

Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

The student's research, although
limited in scope, as she states, was
commented upon and interpreted
effectively. I do, however, question the
presumption that a more systematic
approach on the part of teachers would
be more effective, First, as she
concedes, there is no agreement in EFL

theory about the correct extent of L1

use in SLA. How then is a "svstematic"



ť
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p"*ible? Second' this

ir.rumption excludes the possibility

in.a .n unsYstematlc Pedagogical

aoproach might be more effective (it

..iuO.t the element of surprise and

".r'.,U1 
ln short, the only way to find

out is to measure SLA speeds across a

*'i. t."*" of students (and not just of

i"..f'urt;.ttitudes and impressions)'

Sň ,.r".r.h is beyond the scope of

an MA thesis, but it would have been

helpf ul to see this formulated in the

general level, so it was a surprise for

ire when the student made the

irunl'a'on to quite specific situation of

EFL in Czech secondarY schools'

eerhaPs it would have helPed if the

theorY section had narrowed more

naturally to this particulary area as it

Th; SLA th.*Y *as Presented at a very

reached conclusion'

Outsta ndi ng

Very good

AccePtable
Somewhat deficient

Very deficient

interpreted effectively The chapter

ties the theory with the findings' lt

addresses the aPPlications and

implications of the research lt

iir.urr". strengths, weaknesses' and

limitations of the research'

4.'Th. **ltýdata are analyzed and

Outstandi ng

Very good

AccePtable
Somewhat deficient

Very deficient

5.Th. th*it;h"-t "itical 
and analytical

thinking about the area of study and

the authoťs expertise in this area'

Outstanding
Very good

AccePtable
Somewhat deficient

Very deficient

í Th. t.-t is organized in a logical

manner. lt flows naturally and is easy

to follow. Transitions, summaries and

conclusions exist as appropriate The

author demonstrates high qualitY

writing skills and uses standard

spelling, grammar, and punctuation'

Outstanding
Very good

AccePta ble

Somewhat deficient

VerV deficient

a Th" th."it teets the general

requirements (formatting, chapters'

length, division into sections' etc')'

Ref"erences are cited properly within

the text and a complete reference Iist

is provided.

Final Comments & Questions

dent's Part' lt has been

executed well and r roor. tl'r*.ra to thi student's responses to the issues raised above l recommend the grade

of 1-2, velmi dobře_výborně'
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